
A Quick Planning Guide for Sustainable Living 

Building your own home and living off the grid is an appealing alternative to city living for 
many people, and comes with its own unique challenges and rewards. You’ll have to be 
mostly self-reliant on maintaining access to things like electricity and heat, and depending on 
your location may even benefit from growing most of your own food. 

Below we discuss the seven key components for successfully planning an off-grid lifestyle. 
Thoughtful planning and research is essential for a smooth transition into sustainable living - 
doing your homework ahead of time can save you many headaches in the long run.  

1. Zoning 
 You read that right: zoning is an often-overlooked yet crucial component of choosing 
a location for your new home. Are you considering a residential, commercial, or mixed-use 
lot? If you want to keep cattle and other livestock, look for a lot that is zoned for rural use. 
Zoning definitions can vary according to jurisdiction, so make sure to research what activities 
and structures are allowed or prohibited, and whether this fits with your intended lifestyle, 
before purchasing land.  

2. Land Preparation 
 It will be important to have a good understanding of the work required to make your 
land livable according to your own standards. Perhaps you’d like to have established walking 
trails throughout your property, or other indoor or outdoor living areas in addition to the 
main home. Determining the areas that need to be excavated or cleared will give you an idea 
of whether this is something you can tackle yourself, or if heavy equipment needs to be 
brought in for the job. When removing a large amount of vegetation, it is also important to 
consider how this may impact water runoff and drainage.     

3. Environmental Conditions 
 What environmental extremes - temperature, relative humidity, windspeed - must your 
home be able to withstand comfortably? This question should be answered for the peaks of 
both summer and winter months, as the results will have an impact on your choice of building 
materials used. It will also be important to ensure that the structure has the appropriate 
window placement and overall orientation to maximize the effects of passive heating and 
cooling strategies.   

4. Agriculture  
 Can the soil and climate of your chosen site support any agricultural production, and if 
so, which plants? Will food need to be grown indoors or in greenhouses, or are there times of 
the year when crops can successfully be grown outside? Planning for and designing growing 



spaces can help guarantee you’ll meet your harvest goals, no matter how large or small your 
garden.  

5. Architectural Design 
 Decide what kind of building construction you want for your home. Cabin-style wood 
homes are popular, along with cob and straw bale homes for those wanting a more natural 
feel. It is during this stage of the planning process that you’ll determine what passive energy-
saving features you’d like to include - such as wood-burning fireplaces or Trombe walls - and 
where to place them. You may also need to hire an architect or licensed engineer for stamped 
building plans or MEP drawings, depending upon zoning and jurisdiction.  

6. Energy Requirements 
 What are your peak energy demands during both the summer and winter? What is 
your home’s predicted annual energy consumption? An energy model should be done for 
your ideal home to determine the building’s peak load, in order to appropriately size 
equipment (such as solar panels or a solar hot water heater). There are free tools for this 
available online, though there is often a learning curve.  

 A professional can also be hired to create an accurate energy model of your home. 
The advantage with the latter option is that modifications in your design can be suggested to 
further reduce energy consumption. If going this route, it is advisable to work closely with 
your architect or engineer to ensure your optimized design is reflected in all plans.   

7. Cost Analysis 
 Lastly, create a rough budget and timeline for your project, along with a checklist of 
to-do items and main milestones. Determine how long you’ll have to live in your home before 
you’ll break even - in other words, the point at which the accumulated cost of traditional 
modern living would exceed the lump sum investment you’ve made into your sustainable 
property. Sometimes this can take a number of years, but knowing that number can be a 
powerful motivator in your pursuit of an off-grid lifestyle.  

The process of designing an off-grid, sustainable home can be intimidating, full of surprise 
details. The end result, though, is rewarding and often exceeds the expectations of the 
homeowner. This guide is a helpful starting point for delving into the intricacies of such a 
project. 

Read more about sustainable building design on our blog, or contact us directly for a range 
of consulting services at any stage of your project. Leave a comment below and share your 
tips for planning a sustainable lifestyle!  


